Adaptation of a malaria surveillance system for use in a visceral leishmaniasis elimination programme
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**Background:** Successful public practice relies on generation and use of high-quality data. A data surveillance system (the Disease Data Management System [DDMS]) in use for malaria was adapted for use in the Indian visceral leishmaniasis elimination programme.

**Methods:** A situational analysis identified the data flows in current use. Taxonomic trees for the vector of visceral leishmaniasis in India, Phlebotomus argentipes, were incorporated into the DDMS to allow entry of quality assurance and insecticide susceptibility data. A new quality assurance module was created to collate the concentration of DDT that was applied to walls during the indoor residual spraying (IRS) vector control programme.

**Results:** The DDMS was implemented in Bihar State and used to collate and manage data from sentinel sites in eight districts. Quality assurance data showed that DDT was under-applied to walls during IRS; this, combined with insecticide susceptibility data showing widespread vector resistance to DDT prompted a national policy change to using compression pumps and alpha-cypermethrin insecticide for IRS.

**Conclusions:** The adapted DDMS centralises programmatic data and enhances evidence-based decision making and active policy change. Moving forward, further modules of the system will be implemented, allowing extended data capture and streamlined transmission of key information to decision makers.
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**Introduction**

Successful public health practice relies upon the systematic collection, analysis and interpretation of health-related data, which, when used effectively, can monitor the impact of health-related interventions and delineate the epidemiology of disease.\textsuperscript{1} However, despite the acknowledgement that data from surveillance is required to make informed decisions on a daily basis and drive policy change regarding vector control best practice, the full potential of information technology, data systems and data aggregation has yet to be applied effectively to a disease control or elimination programme.\textsuperscript{2} Relevant data is often fragmented and stored in different databases within ministerial departments, and across other public and private sector stakeholders, rendering efficient data analysis difficult and effective vector control unlikely.

The Disease Data Management System (DDMS) was conceived as a data management and decision making tool which would harness the opportunities inherent in open source software for distribution to, and adaptation for, multiple users with disparate needs without incurring licensing costs.\textsuperscript{3} Initially developed as a response to the need for standardised disease surveillance systems in resource-limited settings, particularly for vector borne disease control, the initial incarnation of the DDMS contained...
systems optimised for the collection, analysis and management of malaria and dengue data. The technical development of the DDMS has been described elsewhere, and it is currently implemented in 10 African countries and one Asian country.

Visceral leishmaniasis (VL) is a neglected tropical disease of which there are 200 000–400 000 cases annually. The disease is endemic in the countries of the Indian subcontinent and East Africa, however 90% of cases occur in Bihar State in India. A tripartite agreement between Bangladesh, India and Nepal was signed in 2005 with the aim of eliminating VL throughout the region by 2015 through combined enhanced diagnosis and treatment strategies and the standardisation and improvement of indoor residual spraying (IRS), the main VL vector control intervention. The technical feasibility of this strategy was supported by Stauch et al. found using statistical modelling that a reduction of sand fly densities of 67% through IRS would be sufficient to achieve VL elimination, lower than previously observed density reductions of 72%. However, although the implementation of the elimination pledge resulted in a steady decline in VL case numbers, the elimination target was not reached, suggesting either a reduced impact of vector control interventions due to insecticide resistance, poor intervention quality, or continuing residual transmission not captured by IRS.

An integrated surveillance system that could combine VL case data, IRS monitoring and evaluation, and entomological monitoring was proposed in order to identify areas of possible improvement to assist the elimination programme to reach their target. Accordingly, in 2014 the malaria version of the DDMS was used as a starting point for adaptation of the system for a new purpose: integration into the Indian VL elimination programme.

Methods

Situational analysis

Prior to the project launch in late 2013, an informal situational analysis was performed to determine the existing surveillance capabilities of the Indian VL elimination programme and to identify any informational gaps that existed. A literature review to collate published data on IRS quality, IRS coverage and the insecticide resistance status of the VL vector, Phlebotomus argentipes, was performed and informal discussions were conducted with various elimination programme stakeholders: the National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme (NVBDCP); the Rajendra Memorial Research Institute of Medical Sciences (RMRI); and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) to develop a VL case database and to perform IRS monitoring and evaluation during the IRS campaigns, and local BMGF representatives who were involved in supporting the VL elimination programme.

Following initial adaptation of the DDMS to contain local geography and Phlebotomine sand fly taxonomic trees, a workshop attended by representatives from NVBDCP, RMRI, CARE Bihar, BMGF, WHO and the Wellcome Trust was held in Delhi in 2014. The adapted DDMS was demonstrated and feedback was solicited during a discussion regarding the system’s programmatic usefulness. Suggestions made during the workshop were incorporated into the final adapted DDMS. The adapted system was installed and used at RMRI in Bihar, India, to capture Ph. argentipes abundance, insecticide resistance, and IRS quality assurance data. Data captured by the DDMS at RMRI was converted into reports using the reporting software in the system; reports were shared with all project stakeholders to increase the data available for programmatic decisions within the VL surveillance programme.

Analysis and technical adaptation of existing malaria DDMS

Each module present in the existing DDMS was examined and cross-referenced against the data categories identified by the situational analysis in order to compile a master list of necessary adaptations. User customisable options and hard coded changes were used to update ontological definitions to allow the entry of sand fly taxonomic trees, enter new geographic entities to reflect the change in location to Bihar State, and develop new query structures. During the adaptation process, new report formats that covered the entomology, IRS quality assurance, qualitative household acceptability of IRS, and IRS monitoring data collected by CARE India were created by Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine staff using Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools (BIRT), the open source technology platform that is used to create reports from data stored in the DDMS. Reports formats were sent to all project stakeholders for feedback and approval prior to finalisation. All hard coded adaptations were incorporated into all versions of the DDMS to ensure that improvements were continuously rolled out across all users.

Four types of surveys gathering a range of data in 2015 were used to validate the adapted DDMS. As the existing VL surveillance programme did not routinely collect entomology and IRS quality assurance data, entomology and IRS quality assurance surveys were performed in order to generate the data needed to adapt and validate the DDMS system modules. These data were also used, as previously reported, to inform the NVBDCP and other project stakeholders of the current state of IRS quality, vector abundance and insecticide resistance, as captured by the validation surveys. Data from routine monitoring and evaluation surveys performed by CARE were used to validate the household acceptability and IRS monitoring modules.

Entomology surveys to measure vector abundance and insecticide resistance status to DDT and deltamethrin were performed in four districts at four time points: pre-IRS, and 1, 3 and 5 months post-IRS. Vector insecticide susceptibility surveys to DDT were performed in four districts and to deltamethrin in three districts. The BIRT entomology report produced from the data contained aggregated data and dis-aggregated data to district level.

The quality assurance module was used to capture high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and Insecticide Quantification Kit insecticide concentration data from eight Bihar districts. Surveys were performed pre-IRS, to assess the level of residual insecticide present in houses from previous IRS campaigns, and post-IRS. Two BIRT reports were created to display the data: a pre-IRS quality assurance report and a post-IRS quality assurance report. Both reports contained aggregated
data at district level and disaggregated at primary health care centre and village levels.

The IRS monitoring module was used to capture monitoring and evaluation data from CARE Bihar household surveys performed pre-IRS and during IRS and was reported at district level. These data were reported using the household acceptability and IRS monitoring reports.

Implementation of the adapted DDMS for use in capturing VL elimination programme data from eight Indian districts

The adapted DDMS was installed on PCs running Microsoft Windows 7 (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA) with the Mozilla Firefox (https://www.mozilla.org/en-GB/) internet browser installed, according to system requirements and standard installation procedure as previously reported. Installations were performed on nine computers located in RMRI offices in Patna, Bihar. Data from CARE Bihar were imported into the DDMS using custom-designed Microsoft Excel worksheets.

Results

Situational analysis

The informal situational analysis identified a lack of capacity to capture detailed entomological abundance and insecticide resistance data as the major informational gap in the VL elimination programme. The software that is in use for VL surveillance by the elimination programme, the District Health Information System (DHIS2), has the ability to capture a range of health-related information, but lacks the specific ability to capture entomological collections, field tests for insecticide resistance and IRS quality assurance data, which are all crucial to constructing an overarching picture of the VL elimination programme. Therefore, the DDMS, which was designed to capture and integrate entomological data, was selected for adaptation for the VL setting. Although this required adapting a new system for implementation, the DDMS has the capacity to accept downloads of health information from the DHIS2 system, meaning that running the two systems in parallel would not result in increased data entry requirements or in duplication of surveillance efforts.

The review of published literature regarding IRS in Bihar showed that the reported coverage could be as low as 12% in some areas, indicating a performance gap that was crucial to capture within an integrated data system. Reviews of published insecticide resistance papers further indicated that Ph. argentipes resistance to DDT was historically and contemporaneously present, and therefore an essential component within a surveillance system was the capability to capture and integrate coverage data and insecticide resistance data in order to disaggregate entomological sand fly abundance results post-IRS from either poor insecticide coverage or the effects of DDT resistance.

Discussions with NVBDCP, RMRI, and CARE showed that each organisation collected different types of data and that no integrated system to allow overall programmatic analysis was in place.

IRS monitoring and evaluation data

Monitoring and evaluation data collected by CARE: CARE-employed Kala-azar link workers located in the field collected data on three separate forms: A, B and C (Table 1). Each link worker was responsible for supervising 4–6 spray squads and each of forms A, B and C were completed for each spray squad each week of IRS. Following data collection, the link worker reported to the Medical Officer in charge via telephone (Figure 1A). Simultaneously, local front line health workers located in the villages referred residents with VL symptoms to the closest Primary Health Centre for laboratory diagnostic VL confirmation (Figure 1B). Although a defined and systematic data flow existed for the reporting of IRS and case data, and despite both types of data passing through two identical stages (reporting to the Kala-azar Technical Supervisor and the Vector Borne Disease Consultant), the two types of data were not integrated, and sent separately to different final destinations (Figure 1). Furthermore, informal discussions indicated that discrepancies existed between overlapping data points within datasets; e.g., estimates of IRS coverage.

Creation of a quality assurance module to accept HPLC and Insecticide Quantiﬁcation Kit data

Review of the data collected by the stakeholders of the VL elimination programme showed that there was no procedure in place for quality assurance of the IRS programme in terms of concentration of insecticide applied to walls. The elimination programme used population numbers and an average structure size to calculate the weight of insecticide required for each district to perform IRS at the correct concentration, and comparison of the insecticide ordered versus insecticide expended at the end of each spray round functioned as a crude calculation of the concentration of insecticide delivered during the spraying season.

Prior to adaptation for VL, the existing IRS module in the DDMS was developed to incorporate standard operational activities in place by 2010, including the capture of data from standard WHO/TDR IRS monitoring assays. However, although the procedure for performing IRS had not changed between 2010 and 2014, the available methods for quality control of the intervention had with the development of the Insecticide Quantiﬁcation Kit (IQK), a field-based method for quantifying insecticide residues present on wall surfaces post-IRS. IQK results are reported in units of active ingredient (mg or g) per square metre of wall covered (m²), in the same manner as insecticide residues recovered from pre-spray WHO filter papers which have been tested using HPLC. The IQK test represents an inexpensive, field-based method for quantifying insecticide residues that presents fewer operational requirements than standard WHO-cone bioassays.

As part of the programme of activities to support the VL elimination programme that was reported in Coleman et al., the IQK test, validated by WHO papers tested using HPLC, was rolled out across eight sentinel sites in Bihar. A new quality assurance module was created in the DDMS which could capture both IQK and HPLC data, in addition to data from WHO/TDR cone bioassays, creating a system that allowed capture of IRS insecticide concentration, insecticide susceptibility status and...
vector abundance data from both current gold standard methodologies and emerging IRS monitoring technologies. As the system is flexible, users can select the method of IRS monitoring most appropriate to their setting, and enter data into the DDMS accordingly.

Implementation of the DDMS into the Indian context

The DDMS was installed in the offices at RMRI for the purposes of the adaptation of the malaria system into a VL system. During the software adaptation, nine system installations were completed, and the DDMS was used by eight data entry operators. The reports generated from data entered into the DDMS were sent to NVBDCP and other project stakeholders to increase the amount and nature of programmatic data available to elimination programme decision makers.

Use of the DDMS in the Indian context

As part of an impact assessment done across DDMS users in seven countries for Thomsen et al., a survey recording the ease of use of the DDMS was sent to the eight Indian users who used the installed systems at RMRI. Four responses were received, representing a response rate of 50%. All response were from data entry operators. Disaggregating the Indian responses showed that 4/4 (100%) of respondents agreed with the statement, ‘Using the DDMS allows me to accomplish tasks more quickly’. Respondents also unanimously agreed that the DDMS improved the processes of entering data, checking data accuracy, modifying or cleaning data, and querying, summarising and tabulating data. However, no respondents agreed that the DDMS made creating charts or generating reports easier, or that programmatic decision making was improved.

Impact of improved data surveillance on VL elimination programme policy

As reported in Coleman et al., the quality assurance surveys of IRS in eight Bihar districts showed that the concentration of DDT delivered during IRS was an average of 0.37 g/m², far lower than the target dose of 1 g/m². Insecticide susceptibility testing revealed high levels of DDT resistance, in line with the historical review of insecticide resistance data, and the vector abundance data demonstrated that IRS was only effective for one month post-spray.

DDMS reports for each dataset were presented to the VL elimination programme and other stakeholders. The data captured highlighted that the reduced impact of IRS on vector control was due to both Ph. argentipes DDT insecticide resistance and to poor application of insecticides to wall surfaces during IRS. Accordingly, the programme was able to make policy decisions to target both issues. A switch from DDT to the pyrethroid insecticide alpha-cypermethrin was initiated in 2015 to combat existing DDT insecticide resistance. Poor application of insecticide during IRS was combated by implementing a change from using stirrup pumps as the application method to using Hudson compression pumps. Spray operators were trained in use of the new compression pumps by WHO to ensure that the new pumps were used correctly.

Increased roll out of adapted system following adaptation for VL

Following the completion of the adaptation to VL and the impact assessment, the system was installed in CARE offices in Bihar, New project means that reports are sent to NVBDCP monthly.
Discussion

VL elimination in the Indian subcontinent should be feasible using IRS as the sole vector control intervention, provided that IRS is able to reduce sand fly densities by 67%. Density reductions of a greater scale have been observed in IRS trials conducted across the Indian subcontinent for VL control and in Morocco for cutaneous leishmaniasis control, indicating that IRS of satisfactory quality, using an insecticide to which Ph. argentipes remains susceptible, ought to be sufficient as a vector control intervention to achieve VL elimination. However, despite an intensive campaign to eliminate VL in India, Bangladesh and Nepal, the elimination targets have not as yet been reached as a whole across the subcontinent. To identify whether a reduced impact of vector control interventions was contributing to continued VL persistence in India, and to close informational gaps present in the existing routine monitoring that was implemented as part of the Indian VL elimination programme, a data surveillance system implemented in eight districts in Bihar State, India.

As the data system adaptation was primarily focused on closing informational gaps, creation of new modules within the...
system concentrated on creating data capture capacity for interventions currently implemented with the Indian VL surveillance programme. Although the Indian VL strategy currently recommends an integrated vector management approach, IRS has been implemented as the cornerstone intervention of vector control. Therefore, the current adaptation has primarily created capacity for data capture related to IRS activities. However, the nature of the DDMS is such that additional modules can be created for any intervention implemented at a programmatic level.

Capturing surveillance data from various programmatic aspects (quality assurance, insecticide resistance status and entomological abundance assessments) demonstrated a reduced impact of IRS due to widespread DDT resistance and suboptimal application of insecticide to wall surfaces during IRS. Identifying the reasons for the reduced impact of IRS enabled the VL elimination programme to initiate major policy change by switching from using DDT to a pyrethroid insecticide and by changing from the use of stirrup pumps to Hudson compression pumps. This policy change would not have been possible without the additional data collected as part of the software adaptation process, and the data management and surveillance capabilities of the adapted system.

The initial adaptation of the DDMS for use in the Indian VL programme was focused on optimising the system to identify operational aspects of the elimination programme with reduced vector control impact. However, the optimised system has additional capabilities that would be of benefit in supporting the Indian government to reach the elimination targets, but which are not currently implemented within the elimination programme. Chief among these is the ability of the DDMS to produce integrated data reports that function as a ‘dashboard snapshot’ of programmatic activities. To this end, eight sentinel sites located across three Indian States (Bihar, Jharkhand, and West Bengal) have been created. Each sentinel site will collect several types of data, including VL case data, vector abundance, vector insecticide susceptibility status, IRS quality assurance, and IRS monitoring and evaluation data. The captured data will be used to produce an integrated data report for VL elimination stakeholders, empowering the elimination programme to make evidence-based policy decisions.

This paper reports the process and results seen during the adaptation of the malaria DDMS to the VL DDMS. Of necessity, the user base during the adaptation process was small; however, responses from the user survey indicated that the DDMS is a useful software system for entering, cleaning and tabulating data. Respondents did not generally agree that the DDMS enabled programmatic decision making; however, none of the respondents surveyed were employed at a sufficiently senior level to be privy to decision making processes. Now that the adapted system is complete, a wider implementation of the DDMS at central programmatic level would allow a more detailed user impact assessment to be performed.

The DDMS also has in-built capability to send automated text message alerts once outbreak thresholds are breached. Implementing automated alerts into the Indian VL reporting tree would remove existing data flow bottlenecks and ensure that relevant programmatic data was delivered to every level simultaneously, speeding up potential programme response. This is especially relevant as the programme achieves its elimination targets and moves into a sustained phase of active monitoring.

The need for spatial decision support tools such as the DDMS to integrate with existing health information systems has long been identified as has the capability of the DDMS to integrate with such systems thanks to its open source software base. Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine and the University of Oslo are currently collaborating on a project to integrate some of the functionality of the DDMS with the DHIS2, which has a much larger global reach than the DDMS. This will enhance the functionality of both systems and ensure that the DDMS continues to meet programmatic needs and promote evidence-based policy decision making.

Conclusions

The DDMS has been successfully adapted to incorporate data on VL monitoring and control. Programmatic data entered into the system as part of the Indian VL elimination programme has offered an overview of the available information, enhancing evidence-based decision making. The comprehensive surveillance system offered by the DDMS has promoted active policy change and improved vector control practices. Moving forward, further modules of the system will be implemented, allowing extended data capture and streamlined transmission of key information to decision makers.
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